
 
Games are a great tool in children’s classes. They can be used as an icebreaker, to fill time at the end 
of the class, or as a breakout activity between aerial sets or different equipment. Below are some of 
our favourite children’s class games for you to try:  

•  Jumping through a hoop on entry  

Requires a low aerial hoop, or hula hoop. This helps to set the feel/tone of the class – you could get 
children to jump through and shout how they want to feel in the class that day! 

• Tag  

Using a physical ‘tag’ tucked into a waistband can provide something to focus the game – students 
have to pull the tag out of other students and get as many as possible 

• Tag Along  

One student is the tagger, and every time a student gets tagged, they join hands and become a part 
of the tag team 

• Stuck in the Mud  

A variation of Tag, but when students are caught, they have to stay ‘stuck in the mud’ on the spot 
until another student un-sticks them. 

• Rob the Nest/Capture the Flag  

Another Tag variation! Place bean bags or items in the corners of the room; each team has a corner 
to protect, and needs to try and rob the other nests to bring them back to their own nest without 
getting caught.  

• Cat and Mouse  

Students hold hands in a circle, there is one cat and one mouse. The cat chases the mouse around 
and through the circle (under arms) until the mouse is caught then a new cat and mouse are chosen.  

• The Floor is Lava 

When the instructor shouts ‘lava’ students then have 5 seconds to get off the ground onto a crash 
mat etc. Think about creating safe zones and point them out to the group before starting this game. 

• Ships  

Two students have to carry another student to the opposite end of the room as they are the ship 
and the other student is the passenger. They can carry them any way then want as long as they are 
off the ground! 

• Egg and Spoon races  

This doesn’t have to be egg and spoon in the classic sense, but something students have to balance 
on top of something else and make it across the studio (so a bean bag on a book etc…)  

  



• Relay Races 

Students race as a team up and down the studio but each student is given a different way of ‘racing’ 
hopping, skipping, jumping, galloping etc… 

• Wheelbarrow Races  

This one is often best played with older students who have greater stability in their shoulders. One 
student holds another’s legs in the air while they race across the floor on their hands.  

• Obstacle Course  

Set up an obstacle course around your studio using hula hoops, crash mats or any other items you 
can find!  

• Bean Bag Toss  

Use masking tape on the floor to create a goal and get students to try and throw the bean bag into 
the goal.  

• Simon Says  

The Instructor gives an instruction with the words ‘Simon Says’ students have to do it. If the 
Instructor does not say ‘Simon Says’ and the students still do it then they are out. 

• The ‘Bean’ Game  

The instructor shouts different types of beans – French bean, chilli bean, baked bean and the 
children have to act out that ‘bean’. 

• The Animal Game  

Students have to act out an animal that the instructor calls out; frog jumps, bear walks, crab shuffles, 
tall like a giraffe, elephant stomps). 

• Musical Statues  

Put some music on in your studio, when the music stops – every student has to freeze. If any 
students move, then they are out. 

• What time is it Mr Wolf?  

One student is the Wolf and facing a wall the students ask ‘what time is it Mr Wolf’ if its 2 o’clock the 
students take two steps towards the Wolf, when the Wolf shouts dinner time the students run away 
before they are caught by the Wolf.  

• Popcorn   

Students ‘pop’ around the studio like a piece of popcorn when two pieces of popcorn meet, they 
stick together until all the students are stuck together in a ball. 

• Traffic Lights  

Students run around the room while the instructor shouts out the colour of the traffic lights. Red 
means stop, orange means go slow, green means go fast.  

• Dodge Ball  

Students have to dodge the ball that is being thrown at them. make sure the ball is soft (socks balled 
together work well!) and that players know only to throw towards the feet! 

 


